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PARK PLACE DEVELOPMENT,

LLC

January 10, 2005

Mr. John Welsh, Esq.
Vice President and General Counsel
JAMS
1920 Main Street
Suite 300
Irvine, CA 92614

RE:

Park Place Development, LLC v. Massachusetts Turnpike Authority
AAA Docket No. 1400008141

Dear Mr. Welsh:
I have been advised that you are the person to whom I should address this letter
regarding the above referenced arbitration matter. I should begin by saying that my
experience with your company, and John Xifaras in particular, was so disturbing that I
have begun the process of initiating legislation to regulate the business of arbitration and
curb the types of arbitrary and capricious decision making engaged in by Mr. Xifaras.
Indeed, I suspect that the only reason Mr. Xifaras would write an award with such
disregard for the law to be applied to the matter is that he knew that errors of fact and law
- even if egregious - are not subject to review on appeal. Accordingly, he felt free to
disregard the law, ignore the facts, and issue an award that no rational, intelligent, and
thoughtful judge would issue .in a Court of law. I am uncertain as to what, if anything,
you will do as a result of this letter and I fully expect that you will rally behind Mr.
Xifaras rather than examine this matter with the critical eye that it deserves. In the hope,
however, that someone at your company cares about the integrity of the decisions that are
rendered in its name, and the further hope that you are that person, I have taken the time
to write this letter.
I will summarize the facts of the underlying matter as follows: The
Massachusetts Turnpike Authority ("MT A"), after reviewing, evaluating, ranking and
discussing the six (6) proposals submitted to develop a parcel of land in Charlestown,
chose Park Place Development, LLC as the developer. I am a principal in that entity.
When the MTA subsequently received a tip from one of the disappointed bidders that I
had not disclosed in the response to the RFP that I had filed for bankruptcy, the MTA
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investigated. It is important to note that that I have never filed for bankruptcy.
at issue contained the following questions:

The RFP

a. Bankruptcy. Have you ever filed for bankruptcy or been declared bankrupt?
b. Foreclosure. Have you ever been the subject of a foreclosure proceeding?
c. Loan default. Have you ever defaulted on a loan?
Note that "you" in each question includes:
[T]he development entity; any director, principal officer, partner,
or owner of five percent (5%) or more of stock or with an interest
of five percent (5%) or more in the development entity; or any
partnership, corporation, or other entity with which the foregoing
are or have been affiliated.
The definition of "you" is poorly written and confusing and does not contain
within it a definition of the term "affiliated." To suggest that any lay person would easily
comprehend the scope of the information sought by this definition is disingenuous. As
the evidence reflected, many of the potential developers did not answer the questions in .
the manner that the MT A desired, and were asked to supplement their responses.
I coordinated the response to the RFP for Park Place, and answered the financial
questions in the following manner: "Park Place Development, LLC, Kenneth G. Flynn,
Kenneth Phillips and Salvatore Percia have never filed for bankruptcy or been declared
bankrupt...have never been the subject ofa foreclosure proceeding ... [and] have never
defaulted on a loan." Those statements are truthful. The response, however, does not
answer the question regarding any entity with which I (or the other members) had been
"affiliated" because I did not read the question as calling for that information; I
understood the "affiliated" component to apply only to the development entity, which,
having recently been created for the purpose of bidding on the RFP, had no affiliations.
No one ever asked me for clarification of these responses.
The MI'A's investigation of the disappointed bidder's tip, was completed by
August 4. 199Q
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.The MT A, by its counsel, General Counsel,
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- an of the Board, reviewed, discussed and
evaluated this information and decided to take no action on the matter; indeed, the MTA
chose to forego seeking a clarification or explanation from either Park Place or me. The
evidence in the arbitration was uncontroverted: the MT A did not raise the issue with me
in any fashion from the time Park Place received its developer designation in July 1999 to
the time its designation was purportedly terminated in June 2000. Instead, the MTA
negotiated a Development Agreement with Park Place that the MT A Board approved by

unanimous vote on November 16, 1999.
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In furtherance of its designation as developer for the parcel and as a result of the
subsequent Development Agreement with the MT A, Park Place invested over $444,000
in the project, including costs incurred for developing architectural plans, having
geotechnical surveys performed and reports generated, obtaining permit approvals from
the Boston Redevelopment Authority, and seeking and obtaining necessary variances
from the Boston Zoning Board of Appeals. By June 28, 2000, the project had progressed
to the point that the ground lease, the operative document that would govern the ongoing
relationship of the parties, was fully negotiated, finalized and approved by the
Metropolitan Highway Advisory Board (the statutory body charged with reviewing all of
the MTA's agreements prior to execution).
In June 2000, however, The Boston Globe began inquiries into the awarding of
development rights for the parcel. The thrust of the investigation was the involvement of
various lobbyists in the selection process, including, in particular, Governor Cellucci's
former campaign manager, James Connelly, and his representation of Park Place. To that
end, on June 22, 2000, The Boston Globe made a Freedom of Information Act request
upon the MTA seeking cell phone records of Chairman Kerasiotes. As a result of the
Globe's FOIA request, and the anticipated article on the lobbying activities related to the
parcel, the MT A hastily terminated the relationship with Park Place, relying on the
information that it had in its possession for over 10 months and which it had previously
deemed non-material. Accordingly, on June 29, 2000, the MTA wrote to Park Place
purportedly terminating its designation of Park Place as the developer of the parcel
because, "The Authority has a reasonable basis to believe that answers given by the
developer in response to the financial questions posed [in the RFP] were materially
misleading due to their failure to disclose certain matters related to the bankruptcy of
Park Street Investment Corp." The MTA sent the letter to Park Place by facsimile at 5:20
p.m. on June 29, 2000. Twenty minutes later, The Boston Globe called me for comments
on the action of the MT A.
On June 30, 2000, The Boston Globe ran an article entitled "Turnpike Terminates
Charlestown Project" in which the MTA stated that it had taken the action to ''terminate
the Turnpike Authority's designation ...because of misrepresentations in [Park Place's]
original proposal." The article goes on to reiterate the completely false statement that:
"The decision to de-designate was prompted by 'certain things coming to light'
after ...April [2000]." The MTA possessed information regarding the bankruptcy of Park
Street Investment Corp. as early as July 28, 1999, prior to notifying Park Place of its
selection as the developer. Moreover, the information had been distributed to and
evaluated by the MT A at the highest level prior to the MT A entering into the
Development Agreement in November 1999. The evidence overwhelmingly
demonstrated that the MT A's reason for terminating the designation was pretextual, made
in bad faith and designed to head off The Boston Globe's inquiries regarding the
developer selection process.
.
One startling turn of events in this case that Mr. Xifaras completely ignored in his
decision occurred when the MT A 's ,outside counsel was exposed a liar. The MT A had
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designated Michael Sophocles as its 30(b)(6) representative during the discovery phase.
He testified at his deposition on behalf of the MT A that the motivation for revisiting the
issue of the bankruptcy, which the MTA had evaluated and dismissed eleven months
earlier, was that new MT A General Counsel, Peter Pendergast, had "sunk his teeth" into
the issue at the behest of Chairman Natsios. This was the excuse proffered by the MT A
for the delay of over eleven months in taking any action with respect to the issue and it
was highlighted by the MTA in its opening statement Mr. Pendergast, however, testified
. at the arbitration that he began his employment two months after the June 29, 2000 letter
of termination that he purportedly instigated. Having been caught in an outright lie, the
MTA, true to form, changed its testimony overnight -literally. Mr. Sophocles testified
the next day at the arbitration that, contrary to his prior sworn testimony as a designated
representative of the MTA, Mr. Pendergast had nothing whatever to do with instigating
the termination; it was acting General Counsel, Carolyn Kain, with whom Mr. Sophocles
met regarding the matter. Under cross-examination, Mr. Sophocles admitted that he
would not have changed his testimony had he not learned that Mr. Pendergast's testimony
contradicted his in a way that was unassailable (i.e., Mr. Pendergast was not even
employed by the MT A at the time Sophpocles attributed to him the role of instigator in
the termination). Additionally, when asked why his firm's detailed billing records, which
were in evidence, made no mention of this alleged meeting with Ms. Kain, Mr. Sophocles
testified that the disclosure of an alleged fraud on the MT A was not "salient" enough to
warrant recording in the firm's billing records. Incredibly, Mr. Xifaras makes no mention
of this unbelievable fraud committed at the arbitration despite the fact that it goes to the
very heart of the case.
The fact is that there was no meeting of counsel prior to June 29,2000 that served
as the catalyst for the termination; which accounts for both Mr. Pendergast's testimony
and the lack of any supporting billing entry. The evidence at the arbitration was clear: the
MT A was motivated by its desire to manufacture a preemptive response to the
investigation underway by the Boston Globe regarding the role of lobbyists in the
designation process, and in particular the role played by the lobbyist for Park Place. That
is why the MT A reached back in time to drag forward an issue that had beeri considered
and dismissed at the highest level of MT A. Of course, preemption only works if you get
the timing right and the MTA did: twenty minutes after I received the termination letter
by fax, I received a call from the Globe looking for my comments. Five hours after that,
the story was in the early edition - replete with the MTA's preemptive response. In the
article, the Boston Globe deservedly took credit for the MTA's action: "The decision [to
terminate Park Place] followed inquiries by the Globe Spotlight Team into Flynn's
credentials and extensive political connections, which were widely believed to have
helped his proposal." The article was in evidence at the arbitration, so was the Globe's
FOIA request to the MTA from just one week earlier. In short, the evidence was
overwhelming: yet Mr. Xifaras ignored it and makes no reference to these facts in his
decision.
While the MT A arguably could have rejected the Park Place proposal upon
consideration of the bankruptcy material, it did not. Instead, it fully negotiated a
Development Agreement with Park Place, submitted the Development Agreement to the
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Massachusetts Highway System Advisory Board ("MHSAB") for its statutory review,
voted to approve entering the Development Agreement and then conducted itself in
accordance with that contract until the purported termination. This constitutes a clear an
unequivocal waiver of the MTA's right to reject the proposal seven (7) months later on
the basis of the bankruptcy information. Moreover, it demonstrates clearly that the
bankruptcy material was not the real reason for the termination but a pretext. During this
extensive period of time, while the MTA knew of the bankruptcy material but said
nothing to me and went forward with the project, Park Place, in furtherance of its
designation as developer for the parcel and as a result of the subsequent Development
Agreement with the MT A, invested over $444,000 in the project - including a deposit of
$75,000 to the MTA that it used to pay the legal bills of Mr. Sophocles which apparently
purchased not only his services but his testimony as well. Mr. Xifaras did not even
mention the deposit money - despite the fact that it was in evidence - never mind order
that the MT A return it.
The issue that is apparent to even the casual reader is whether the MT A by its
conduct in going forward with Park Place for eleven months (i.e., July 1999 - June 2000)
with full knowledge of the bankruptcy issues, waived its right to terminate the
designation of Park Place on that basis and whether the MT A similarly waived its right to
deny the existence of a binding contract by virtue of its alleged failure to sign the
document by proceeding under the agreement as if it were in full force and effect for
seven months (i.e., November 1999 - June 2000). In its Pre-Arbitration brief and at the
arbitration, counsel for Park Place argued that the MT A had waived its rights. He cited
numerous cases standing for the proposition and asserted the following:
Waiver is the intentional relinquishment of a known right. Niagara
Fire Insurance Co. v. Lowell Trucking Corp., 316 Mass. 652, 657 (1944).
Where, as here, the covenant is presumably for the MTA's benefit, "the
[MTA] doubtless could waive it, and waiver may be proved by conduct, as
well as by the declarations of the party against whom the intentional
relinquishment of a known right is asserted." Follins v. Dill, 229 Mass.
321 (1918). Here, the MTA specifically reserved to itself the right to
waive irregularities notwithstanding its right to demand strict compliance.
In that regard The RFP stated in General Reservation 5 that:
MTA reserves the right to reject, in its sole
discretion, any proposal not submitted in conformance with
this RFP and any amendments hereto, or to reject any and
all proposals, in its sole discretion, for any reason or for no
reason. MT A further reserves the right to waive or

decline to waive irregularities in any proposal when it
determines that it is MTA's best interest to do so.
(emphasis added).
Here the MT A possessed the information regarding the bankruptcy
three months prior to entering the contract with Park Place. It chose to
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enter the contract after its counsel, General Counsel, Chief of Real Estate
Development and Chairman of the Board, reviewed, discussed and
evaluated this information. This conduct unequivocally constitutes a
waiver of any irregularity in the Park Place response - real, perceived or
otherwise. Indeed, by choosing to forego even seeking a clarification or .
explanation from either Park Place or Mr. Flynn, it is equally clear that the
MTA deemed the information to be not material. Accordingly, the later
pretextual use of the information as a reason for revoking the designation
is without force or effect.
Mr. Xifaras did not cite a single case in his ten-page decision. More significantly,
he did not substantively deal with the waiver argument at all. Instead, he disposed of the
issue in a single sentence without explication: "The issue that the MTA had [the
investigation materials] for several months before de-designating Park Place and prior to
the vote of the Board does not constitute a waiver of the Park Place response to the RFP."
The obvious question is, why doesn't it? Or more to the point, how could it possibly be
construed to not constitute a waiver? This statement, unsupported as it is, and
unsupportable, is intellectually dishonest, and does not comport with the facts. First, Mr.
Xifaras' use of the term "several months" is absurd: the MTA had the materials and
information for more than three months prior to the Board vote authorizing execution of
the Development Agreement (i.e., from August 4, 1999 to November 16, 1999) and for
eleven months before de-designating Park Place (i.e., August 4, 1999 to June 29, 2000).
To refer to those periods collectively as "several months" is disingenuous in the extreme
and demonstrates a marked effort to ignore the facts and the law in favor of writing to
justify a decision no matter how ridiculous (or non existent) the reasoning. Of course, this
brings me back to my initial premise that Mr. Xifaras was not concerned with reaching
the correct legal result because he knew that an Appeals Court could not review his
award on that basis. This enabled him to write an award that would be laughable if it
weren't so harmful. Indeed, when I first read the award I wondered ifhe was even in the
same room as the witnesses that I heard.
In closing, I am hopeful that this letter and our subsequent communications prove
fruitful. It is worth noting that I will not simply "go away" and I encourage you to
examine this matter fully. To that end, I have enclosed the Pre-Arbitration
Memorandum, the Post-Arbitration Memorandum, and the Proposed Findings that were
submitted by Park Place's counsel. I have also requested that your company retain the
exhibits, which I understand has been done. A full understanding of the issues can be
obtained by reviewing those materials, as I could not possibly touch all the bases in this
letter. If you would like to meet to review this matter in greater detail, I am available to
do so as is Park Place's counsel, who is anxious to speak with you regarding Mr.
Xifaras' pitiful performance and the outrageous wrong Park Place has suffered at the
hands of Mr. Xifaras' and JAMS.
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I look forward to your reply.

CC:

Mr, Steve Price
President & Chief Executive Officer
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